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THE FINEST 
IN LUXURY & 

PERFORMANCE
Deep Impact Boats  

re-define what boating 
is meant to be.
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SPORTSPORT CABIN399 399 369 
FAST, FUEL EFFICIENT 

AND LUXURIOUS
PERFECT BALANCE 

OF FORM & FUNCTION
REFINED LOOKS WITH 

MORE FEATURES

The 399 Cabin is the best combination of an open center 
console that features a forward cabin for comfortable 
overnighting. A full V berth, hanging locker, galley and a 
bonus aft sleeping area come together in air-conditioned 
comfort. This boat also features a separate head under the 
console. What’s more is that all of this comes packaged 
in the look and ride of the new Deep Impact 399, a true 

offshore thoroughbred. 

The Deep Impact 399 is redefining what power boating is 
meant to be. The 399 Sport offers the most interior cockpit 
space of its size range. Add in performance and a soft ride, 
you will see why the newest 399 has no equal. The new Deep 
Impact 399 Sport doesn’t stop there. Features abound with 
plenty of comfortable seating and ample amounts of space and 

storage throughout the cockpit. 

The 369 Deep Impact takes the pleasure of boating to the 
extreme. The 369 Sport is a compact version of our Deluxe 
399 Sport. Keep an eye out for our newly designed oversized 
hard top that will be available to order at the Fort Lauderdale 
International Boat Show. The step bottom is fuel efficient, as 
well as soft riding in all conditions, and of course boasts the 
width that Deep Impact Boats are known for, which makes it 

one of the largest 36’s in its class.


